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Abstract : Based on the big bang concepts- in the expanding universe, ‘rate of decrease in CMBR temperature’ is a
measure of the cosmic ‘rate of expansion’. Modern standard cosmology is based on two contradictory statements.
They are - present CMBR temperature is isotropic and the present universe is accelerating. In particle physics also, till
today laboratory evidence for the existence of ‘dark matter’ and ‘dark energy’ is very poor. Recent observations and
thoughts supports the existence of the ‘cosmic axis of evil’. In this connection an attempt is made to study the universe
with a closed and growing model of cosmology. If the primordial universe is a natural setting for the creation of black
holes and other non-perturbative gravitational entities, it is also possible to assume that throughout its journey, the
whole universe is a primordial (growing and rotating) cosmic black hole. Instead of the Planck scale, initial conditions
can be represented with the Coulomb or Stoney scale. Obtained value of the present Hubble constant is close to 71
Km/sec/Mpc.
Keywords: Hubble’s constant; Cosmic axis of evil; Rate of decrease in CMBR temperature; Rate of increase in cosmic
redshift; Classical limit of force; Classical limit of power; Primordial cosmic black hole; Light speed rotation; Planck
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1. Introduction
In the cosmic Euclidean volume, Bohr radius of hydrogen atom, quanta of the angular momentum and the strong interaction range - are connected with the large scale structure of the massive universe. In the accelerating universe, as the
space expands, in hydrogen atom, distance between proton and electron increases and is directly proportional to the size
of the universe. Considering the integral nature of number of protons (of any nucleus), integral nature of ℏ can be
understood. ‘Rate of decrease in fine structure ratio’ is a measure of the cosmic rate of expansion [1]. Clearly speaking, independent of the cosmic redshift and CMBR observations, cosmic acceleration can be verified by measuring the
‘rate of decrease’ in the fine structure ratio. Number of electrons in the present Euclidean volume of the universe can be
expressed as
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, m p is the rest mass of proton and me is the rest mass of electron. This relation is strongly
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interconnected with the fundamental atomic and cosmological physical constants [2-5].
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This may be an accidental coincidence also. These are very interesting relations. The real beauty of the Mach’s principle can be seen here. Independent of the cosmic redshift and CMBR observations, magnitude of the Hubble’s constant
[6,7] can be estimated or fitted very easily. Its obtained value is 70.75 Km/sec/MPc. This can be compared with the
current estimates of the H 0 .The value of the Hubble constant H 0 is estimated by measuring the redshift of distant galaxies [8] and then determining the distances to the same galaxies (by some other method than Hubble's law). The
Hubble Key Project used the Hubble space telescope to establish the most precise optical determination in May 2001 of
72 ± 8 Km/s/Mpc, consistent with a measurement of H 0 based upon Sunyaev-Zel'dovich effect observations of many
galaxy clusters having a similar accuracy. The most precise cosmic microwave background radiation determinations by
WMAP for the seven year release in 2010 found 71.0 ± 2.5 Km/s/Mpc [9]. Most accurate value is 70.4+−1.3
1.4
Km/s/Mpc.
Important new ideas can be expressed as follows.
1.
2.
3.

4.

c3
is the characteristic mass of the present universe and is strongly connected with the Mach’s
2GH 0
principle [10,11]. It can be obtained the with the ‘light speed’ rotating black hole physics concepts [12,13].
Each and every hydrogen atom feels and experiences the (massive) cosmic background!
In the expanding universe, as the space expands, parallel to the increasing galactic distances, in hydrogen
atom, distance between proton and electron increases and is directly proportional to the size of the expanding
universe.
Independent of the cosmic redshift and CMBR observations, cosmic acceleration can be verified by measuring
the ‘rate of decrease’ in the fine structure ratio.
M0 ≅

1.1 Bohr radius of the Hydrogen atom
In hydrogen atom, potential energy of electron in Bohr radius [14,15] can be expressed as
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Total energy of electron in Bohr radius can be expressed as
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Considering the integral nature of number of protons (of any nucleus), above relation can be expressed as
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n = 1, 2,3,.. Thus in a discrete form this relation can be expressed as
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Thus Bohr radius of hydrogen atom can be expressed as
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Surprisingly, above relations indicate that, ‘Bohr radius’ is independent of the rest mass of electron!
racteristic black hole size of the proton !!

Gm p
c2

is the cha-

e2
is nothing but the electromagnetic and gravitational force
4πε 0 Gm p M 0

ratio of proton and the expanding universe !!!

1.2 Aim and scope of this paper
Based on the big bang concepts- in the expanding universe, ‘rate of decrease in CMBR temperature’ is a measure of
the cosmic’rate of expansion’. Modern standard cosmology is based on two contradictory statements. They are - present
CMBR temperature is isotropic and the present universe is accelerating. In particle physics also, till today laboratory
evidence for the existence of ‘dark matter’ and ‘dark energy’ is very poor. Astronomers are puzzled by the announcement that the masses of the largest objects in the Universe appear to depend on which method is used to weigh them.
Recent observations and discussions at Astrophysics Research Institute (ARI) supported by the Royal Astronomical
Society creates new thoughts on the existence of the ‘cosmic axis of evil’. In this connection, in this paper - an attempt is
made to study the universe with a closed and growing model of ‘black hole cosmology’. Please see the appendix on the
‘cosmic axis of evil’.

2. About the existence and growth of the galactic central black holes
If the interior geometry of a black hole is a space-like region in which all world lines terminate at the black hole
singularity, then thinking about the formation and existence of “massive black holes” seems to be un-physical. But the
modern astronomical and galactic observations strongly reveal that every galaxy constitutes a heavy massive central black
hole! If this is really true, then the fundamental question to be answered is : Which is primordial, either ‘the whole galaxy’
or ‘the galactic central black hole’? Initially astrophysicists attempted to explain the presence of these galactic central
black holes by describing the evolution of galaxies as gathering mass until black holes form at their center but further
observation demanded that the galactic central black hole co-evolved with the galactic bulge plasma dynamics and the
galactic arms. Very recently, on 23 March 2012, astronomers have put forward a new theory for the growth of the galactic
central black holes [16]. It is due to published in the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society and was funded
by the UK Science and Technology Facilities Council.
To resolve this sensitive problems some scientists say: existence of a black hole is a nonsense. All these ideas are
purely theoretical. Here it is very important to note that physics works on physical constants and runs on mathematical
equations. The combination of the observed and well believed physical constants play a vital role in understanding many
physical phenomena. Their combination generates some special and strange constants which are natural, unbelievable and
immeasurable. The formation of black holes, planck mass etc can be understood with those fundamental and compound
physical constants.

2.1 The two strange compound physical constants

(

One such fundamental and unbelievable compound physical constant is c 4 G

)

where c is the speed of light

and G is the gravitational constant. The more surprising and strange thing is that its dimensions are identical to the
dimensions of ‘force’. Its magnitude is 1.21× 1044 newton. This is a very big magnitude and cannot be measured in laboratory experiments. The most unfortunate thing is that it appears in general theory of relativity in inverse form as

(8π G / c ) . It can be considered as the ultimate force in true unification. The only way is to implement it in fundamental
4

physics.

(

)

Another fundamental and unbelievable compound physical constant is c5 G . The more surprising and strange
thing is that its dimensions are identical to the dimensions of ‘power’. Its magnitude is 3.63 × 1052 J/sec. This is also a
3

very big magnitude and cannot be measured in laboratory experiments. Whether to consider them or discard them - depends only on our choice of scientific interest. Considering these two compound physical constants, Planck scale and
Coulomb or Stoney scale [5] can be constructed. Without considering the complicated mathematical equations of GTR,
black hole radius can be obtained. Combining them with some of the classical and quantum laws of physics, some miracles can be done.
For any rotating celestial body, the 3 critical conditions are : magnitude of ‘kinetic energy’ never crosses ‘rest
energy’, magnitude of ‘torque’ never crosses ‘potential energy’ and magnitude of mechanical power never crosses

( c G ) .With these conditions, mathematical complexity involved in GTR and black hole physics can be simplified. Now
5

this is the time to re-examine the foundations of modern black hole physics. Planck mass can be derived very easily. Light
speed rotating black hole’s formation can be understood. GTR and quantum mechanics can be coupled in a unified
manner. Considering the famous “uncertainty principle” and the “light speed rotation”, rotating black hole temperature
formula can be derived very easily.

3. Disclosure
Most of the information included in this article has been previously published [12] in the paper “Physics of Rotating
and Expanding Black Hole Universe”, Progress in Physics, Vol. 2, April, 2010, pp. 7-14. The main concepts of the paper
were: ‘rate of decrease in CMBR’ temperature is a measure of cosmic ‘rate of expansion’ and throughout its journey,
universe is an expanding and (light speed) rotating black hole [13]. This article is its revised version. In this article it is
suggested that universe can be considered as the primordial cosmic black hole.
Existence of dark matter, dark energy, inflation and the accelerating universe - these four concepts are having only
indirect support and can be considered as ‘enigmatic concepts’. Their root was originated in 1929 from Edwin Hubble’s
incomplete interpretations [6,7]. For the same observations it is also possible to reinterpret as: ‘rate of increase in redshift’
is a measure of cosmic rate of expansion. With this idea, automatically a closed expanding and rotating model of universe
comes into picture. With the above four enigmatic concepts (directly and indirectly) GTR is losing its original identity
from the rest of the physics world. But this is the time to think about the unification of GTR and quantum mechanics. In
this critical situation, one very interesting theoretical idea is - now a days to understand the origin of dark matter and
galaxy growth, physicists are focusing their concentration on primordial cosmic black holes. One interesting observation
is : central galactic black holes are spinning close to speed of light [17]. Even though these two are also enigmatic concepts, GTR and quantum mechanics can be studied in a unified manner.
Published papers [18-22] clearly indicate that, current cosmological observations can be understood with the black
hole concepts and the possibility of a model of black hole cosmology is not far away from reality. Interesting research
work on black hole cosmology can be seen in physics literature [23-26].

4. Light speed rotation - an unified enigmatic concept
All these enigmatic concepts can be unified into one enigmatic concept. That is - light speed rotation [27, 28]. It’s
important and immediate applications are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Classical limits of force and power can be generated.
GTR and quantum mechanics can be studied in a unified manner.
Origin of the Planck scale can be understood.
A closed rotating and expanding model of the universe can be developed.
The two experimental numbers CMBR temperature and cosmic expansion rate can be interrelated in a unified
way.
Finally a unified black hole model of cosmology can be developed.

5. Deduction of the classical limit of force
Special theory of relativity says that light speed is the maximum speed that a material particle can move with. It is the
natural speed with which photon or electromagnetic signal travels in free space. Till today there is no explanation for this
characteristic speed limit. Throughout the cosmic evolution whether the speed limit is constant or changing? is also an
answerless question. It is an accepted and universal idea that ‘gravity’ and ‘gravitational radiation’ also propagates with
speed of light.
4

Dimensionally and physically a characteristic force form can be obtained with speed of light ( c ) and Newton’s

(

)

gravitational constant ( G ) . It can be expressed as c 4 G . It can be considered as the ‘classical limit’ of ‘force’ [29-32].
It represents the maximum ‘gravitational force of attraction’ and maximum ‘electromagnetic force’. It plays an important
role in ‘unification’ scheme. It is the origin of “Planck scale”. It is the origin of ‘Quantum gravity’. Similar to this ‘clas-

(

)

sical force’, classical limit of ‘power’ can be given by c5 G . It plays a crucial role in ‘gravitational radiation’. It

(

represents the ‘maximum limit’ of ‘mechanical’ or ‘electromagnetic’ power and ‘radiation power’. c 4 / G

)

can be

derived based on ‘Newton’s law of gravitation’ and ‘constancy of speed of light’. In Sun-Planet system, from Newton’s
law of gravitation,
GM S mP
Fg =
(10)
r2
Here, MS = mass of sun, m P = mass of planet and r = distance between them. Centripetal force on planet is,

mP v 2
(11)
r
where, v = orbiting velocity of planet. Eliminating r from equation (2), force of attraction between sun-planet can be
given as,
 m   v4 
F =  P  
(12)
 
 MS  G 
Fc =

It is very clear that, since ( m p M S ) is a ratio, ( v 4 / G ) must have the dimensions of ‘force’. Following the ‘constancy of

(

)

speed of light’, a force of the form, c 4 / G can be constructed. This can be considered as the upper limit or magnitude of
any force. Nature of the force may be mechanical or electromagnetic or gravitational. Note that in GTR this force appears
in an inverse form [33] as
1 8π G
= 4
(13)
F
c
Considering this magnitude as the upper limit of gravitational force of attraction minimum distance between any 2 massive bodies can be obtained as follows. Let,
Gm1m2 c 4
≤
(14)
G
r2
Here, m1 and m 2 are any 2 massive bodies and r is distance between them. Then minimum distance between the 2
bodies can be obtained as
G m1m2
rmin =
(15)
c2
This is a simple and very strange expression. By any chance if mass of the 2 bodies is equal then
Gm
rmin = 2
(16)
c
Without going deep into general theory of relativity and combining Newton’s law of gravitation and Special theory of
relativity, results of GTR can be obtained. This idea can be applied to elementary particles also. Magnitude of force of
attraction or repulsion between any 2 elementary particles having charges e1 and e 2 can be expressed as

F=

e1e2
4πε o r 2

≤

c4
G

(17)

e2  G 
4πε o  c 4 

(18)

Minimum distance between e1 and e 2 can be obtained as

rmin =

e1e2  G 
=
4πε o  c 4 
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where e1 = e 2 = e. Similar to the “planck length”, this length can be called as the “Coulomb length”.
Charged particle’s space-time curvature can be understood from this expression. With this idea GTR can be applied
to charged elementary particles easily. Not only that this method simply and directly leads to planck scale and grand
unification or TOE. Grand unification assumes that in the past the observed 4 fundamental interactions are same and
having the same strength. Magnitude of the force at that time can be taken as (c 4 / G ). With a suitable proportionality
ratio quark confinement can be understood as a charged space-time curvature. Clearly speaking ‘gravity’ can be implemented very easily in nuclear and quark physics [34-37]. From quantum mechanics

e2

e2

=α ℏc

(19)

G
 Gℏ 
rmin = α ℏc  4  = α  3 
c 
c 

(20)

4πε o ℏc

= α and

4πε o

From above equation it is noticed that

α.

This length is smaller than the planck length by

6. To derive the Planck scale
Assume that 2 planck particles having mass M p moving in opposite direction and coming closer and closer. At
some minimum distance their magnitude of gravitational force of attraction approaches
GM P M P c 4
=
rmin 2
G

(21)

If mass of planck particle is M P ,

MP =

hc

,

(22)

2π .rmin = λP

(23)

GM P M P c 4
Gℏ2
=
=
rmin 2
G r 4 c2
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From wave mechanics, if
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Gℏ

and 2π .rmin =λP =2π

3

c
Rest energy of planck particle can be given as

M P c2 =

hc

λP

=

 c4
ℏc5
= ℏc 
G
G






Gℏ
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(25)

(26)

Mass of planck particle is

MP =

ℏc
G

(27)

Here the fundamental questions to be answered are
Is planck particle obeys particle nature?
Is planck particle a photon or a baryon?
Is planck particle follows strong gravity?
What is the mass range of black holes?

1.
2.
3.
4.

If the planck particle is not a real massive particle just like a photon it can be easily implemented in the early cosmology. It can be considered as the mass of the baby universe. Big bang model assumes that in the early phase matter was
6

in the form of radiation. If one consider planck photon as the baby universe its characteristic mass can be considered as the
basic or characteristic mass of the baby universe. Thus qualitatively and quantitatively the planck photon couples GTR,
quantum mechanics and big bang cosmology.

6.1. The Planck mass & the coulomb mass

(

)

With this classical limit of force c 4 / G , similar to the planck mass-energy ‘coulomb mass-energy’ can expressed as [5]

M C c2 = α ×
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 e2
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G
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 G
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e2

(29)
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Here ‘e’ is the elementary charge and (c 4 / G ) is the classical limit of force. How to interpret this mass unit? Is it a
primordial massive charged particle? If 2 such oppositely charged particles annihilates, a large amount of energy can be
released. Considering so many such pairs annihilation hot big bang or inflation can be understood. This may be the root
cause of cosmic energy reservoir. Such pairs may be the chief constituents of black holes. In certain time interval with a
well defined quantum rules they annihilate and release a large amount of energy in the form of γ photons [38].
It is widely accepted that charged leptons, quarks, and baryons all these comes under matter or mass carriers and
photons and mesons comes under force carriers. If so what about this new mass unit? Is it a fermion? or Is it a boson? or
Else is it represents a large potential well in the primordial matter or mass generation program? Is it the mother of magnetic monopoles? Is it the mother of all charged particles? By any suitable proportionality ratio or with a suitable scale
factor if one is able to bring down its mass to the observed particles mass scale, very easily a grand unified model can be
developed.

7. Light speed rotating Black Holes : The special holes
Origin of ‘rotating black hole’ formation can understood with the classical power limit
steps as, for any rotating celestial body assume that,
torque,τ ≤ Mc 2

(c

5

/G

)

(

and Mc 2

)

within 3
(30)

5

power, P = τω ≤

c
G

(31)

Hence

c3
c3
and ωmax =
(32)
GM
GM
When the celestial body rotates at light speed, to have maximum angular velocity, size should be minimum as,
c
GM
Rmin =
= 2
(33)
ωmax
c
This expression is similar to the ‘Schwarzschild radius’ of a black hole [39,40]. The only change is that coefficient 2 is
missing. This is really a very interesting case. This obtained expression indicates that, to get ‘light speed rotation’, ceGM
lestial body should have a ‘minimum size’ of
. Clearly speaking this proposal is entirely different from the existing
c2
concepts of General theory of relativity. It is not speaking about the gravitational collapse of stars or space-time curvature
or singularity. Now this is the time to re-examine the foundations of modern black hole physics. It can be suggested that,
the subject of ‘black hole physics’ has to be studied in a new direction. If the concept of ‘Schwarzschild radius’ is believed
to be true, for any rotating celestial body or black hole of rest mass M the critical conditions can be stated as follows.

ω≤

1.

Magnitude of ‘kinetic energy’ never crosses ‘rest energy’.
7

2.

Magnitude of ‘torque’ never crosses ‘potential energy’ and

3.

Magnitude of mechanical power never crosses c5 / G .

(

)

Based on Virial theorem, potential energy is twice of kinetic energy and hence τ ≤ 2Mc 2 . In this way factor 2 can be
obtained easily from equations (30), (31) and (32). Not only that special theory of relativity, classical mechanics and
general theory of relativity can be studied in a unified way. Such light speed rotating black holes may be called as ‘special
holes’.

8. Derivation for black hole temperature
Dr. Stephen Hawking [41] says- The main difficulty in finding a theory that unifies gravity with the other forces is
that general relativity is a “classical” theory; that is, it does not incorporate the uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics. On the other hand, the other partial theories depend on quantum mechanics in an essential way. A necessary first
step, therefore, is to combine general relativity with the uncertainty principle. As we have seen, this can produce some
remarkable consequences, such as black holes not being black, and the universe not having any singularities but being
completely self-contained and without a boundary.
Einstein’s general theory of relativity seems to govern the large-scale structure of the universe. It is what is called a
classical theory; that is, it does not take account of the uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics, as it should for
consistency with other theories. The reason that this does not lead to any discrepancy with observation is that all the
gravitational fields that we normally experience are very weak. However, the singularity theorems discussed earlier
indicate that the gravitational field should get very strong in at least two situations, black holes and the big bang. In such
strong fields the effects of quantum mechanics should be important. Thus, in a sense, classical general relativity, by
predicting points of infinite density, predicts its own downfall, just as classical (that is, non quantum) mechanics predicted its downfall by suggesting that atoms should collapse to infinite density. We do not yet have a complete consistent
theory that unifies general relativity and quantum mechanics, but we do know a number of the features it should have.
2GM
A black hole of mass (M) having size, R = 2
rotates with an angular velocity (ω ) and rotational speed
c
(v = Rω ). Assume that, its temperature (T) is inversely proportional to its rotational time period (t) . Keeping Law of
uncertainty in view, assume that,
h
ℏ
(34)
( kBT ) * t = =
4π 2
h
ℏ
(Or) T * t =
=
(35)
4π k B 2k B
Here, t = rotational time period and T = Temperature, k B = Boltzmann’s radiation constant, h = Planck’s constant and

 k B T

 2

  k BT  
+
  = k BT is the sum of kinetic and potential energies of a particle in any one direction. We know that,
  2 
2π 2π R 4π GM
t=
=
=
(36)
v
ω
c2v

ℏc 2 v
(37)
8π GMk B
It is very surprising to say that - a small physical constant is influencing a big massive body. If the black hole rotational
speed (v) approaches light speed (c) , then temperature reaches to maximum. Here author’s humble appeal is : force
Hence, T =

(

)

limit c 4 / G keeps the black hole ‘stable or rigid’ even at light speed rotation.

ℏc3
≅ Tmax
(38)
8π GMk B
Please note that, this idea or assumption couples GTR and quantum mechanics successfully. Hawking’s black hole
temperature formula can be obtained easily. And its meaning is simple and there is no need to consider the pair particle
creation for understanding ‘hawking radiation’. Conceptually this can be compared with the famous Unruh effect [42]. It
v → vmax → c, T =

8

is the prediction that an accelerating observer will observe black-body radiation where an inertial observer would observe
none. The Unruh temperature, derived by William Unruh in 1976, is the effective temperature experienced by a uniformly
accelerating detector in a vacuum field. Its mathematical expression is

ℏa
(39)
2π ck B
where a is the local acceleration. If one is willing to replace the ‘linear acceleration’ with the ‘angular acceleration’ of
the rotating black hole, then ‘black hole temperature’ comes into picture.
T=

8.1. Hawking’s Black hole temperature formula demands light speed rotation
From the above discussion it is very clear that, origin of Hawking radiation is possible in another way also. But it has
to be understood more clearly. Information can be extracted from a black hole, if it rotates with “light speed”. If a black
hole rotates at ‘light speed’, photons or elementary particles can escape from its ‘equator only’ with light speed and in the
direction of black hole rotation and this seems to be a signal of “Black hole radiation” around the black hole equator. With
this idea origin of cosmic rays can also be understood. Please note that, not only at the black hole equator, Hawking
radiation can take place at the event horizon of the black hole having a surface area. This equation (38) is identical to the
famous expression derived by Hawking. Since the black hole temperature formula is accepted by the whole science
community, author humbly requests the modern scientists to kindly look into this major conceptual clash at utmost fundamental level.
Temperature of any black hole is very small and may not be found experimentally. But this idea can successfully be
applied to the Universe! By any reason if it is assumed that, Universe is a black hole, then it seems to be surprising that,
temperature of a stationary cosmic black hole is “zero”. Its temperature increases with increase in its rotational speed and
reaches to maximum if the rotational speed of the cosmic black hole approaches ‘light speed’. This is the essence of
cosmic black hole rotation. CMBR temperature demands the existence of “cosmic rotation”. This is the most important
point to be noted here.

9. Modified Hubble’s law
Ever since the late 1920’s, when Edwin Hubble discovered a simple proportionality between the redshifts in the light
coming from nearby galaxies and their distances, we have been told that the Universe is expanding. Hubble found the
recession speed (v) of a nearby galaxy was related to its radial distance (r ), v = H 0 r, where H 0 is the constant of
proportionality [6]. This relationship- dubbed the Hubble law- has since been strengthened and extended to very great
distances in the cosmos. This was the incomplete interpretation that changed the destiny of the modern cosmology. Based
on this interpretation modern cosmologists arrived at the conclusion that - at present, universe is flat and is accelerating.
Nowadays it is considered to be well established in the expanding big bang universe. Hubble initially interpreted his
redshifts as a Doppler effect, due to the motion of the galaxies as they receded for our location in the Universe. He called
it a ‘Doppler effect’ as though the galaxies were moving ‘through space’; that is how some astronomers initially perceived
it. This is different to what has now become accepted but observations alone could not distinguish between the two
concepts.
Later in his life Hubble varied from his initial interpretation [7] and said that the Hubble law was due to a hitherto
undiscovered mechanism, but not due to expansion of space - now called cosmological expansion. In this connection,
author humbly says - there was something wrong and missing in Hubble’s interpretation. For the same observations it can
also be possible to state that, in a closed and expanding universe, from and about the cosmic center, rate of increase in
galaxy redshift is a measure of cosmic rate of expansion. This statement includes 3 points.
1.
2.
3.

Light from the galaxy travels opposite to the direction of cosmic expansion and shows redshift and thus redshift is a
measure of galaxy distance from the cosmic center.
In the expanding universe, increase in redshift is instantaneous due to instantaneous increase in galaxy distance
(which is due to instantaneous increase in cosmic volume).
Rate of increase in redshift indicates the cosmic rate of expansion.
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9.1. Cosmic acceleration, rate of decrease in CMBR temperature, isotropy and rotation
1.

After the big bang, since 5 billion years if universe is “accelerating” and at present dark energy is driving it- right
from the point of big bang to the visible cosmic boundary in all directions, thermal photon wavelength must be
stretched instantaneously and continuously from time to time and cosmic temperature must decrease instantaneously
and continuously for every second. This is just like “rate of stretching of a rubber band of infinite length”. Note that
photon light speed concept is not involved here. Against to this idea since 1992 from Cobe satellite’s CMBR data
reveals that cosmic temperature is practically constant at 2.725 ° K . This observational clash clearly indicates that
something is going wrong with accelerating model. Moreover the standard model predicts that the cosmic background radiation should be cooling by something like one part in 1010 per year. This is at least 6 orders of magnitude
below observable limits. Such a small decrease in cosmic temperature might be the result of cosmic “slowing down”
rather than cosmic acceleration. Technically from time to time if we are able to measure the changes in cosmic
temperature then ‘rate of decrease’ in cosmic temperature will give the ‘rate of increase’ in cosmic expansion accurately. Author humbly requests the Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) to launch a satellite for measuring
the ‘rate of decrease’ in CMBR temperature.

2.

Based on this analysis if “cosmic constant temperature” is a representation of “isotropy” it can be suggested that at
present there is no acceleration and there is no space expansion and thus universe is static. From observations it is also
clear that universe is homogeneous in which galaxies are arranged in a regular order and there is no mutual attraction
in between any two galaxies. Not only that Hubble’s observations clearly indicate that there exists a linear relation in
between galaxy distance and galaxy speed (which might be a direct consequence of “cosmic rotation” with “constant
speed”). This will be true if it is assumed that “rate of increase in red shift” is a measure of cosmic “rate of expansion”. Instead of this in 1929 Hubble interpreted that “red shift” is a measure of cosmic “expansion”. This is the key
point where Einstein’s static universe was discarded.
At present if universe is isotropic and static how can it be stable? The only one solution to this problem is “rotation
with constant speed”. If this idea is correct, universe seems to follow a closed model. At present if universe rotates as
a rigid sphere with constant speed then galaxies will revolve with speeds proportional to their distances from the
cosmic axis of rotation. Hence the Hubble’s law must be re-interpreted as “at present as galaxy distance increases its
revolving speed increases”. If so H 0 will turn out to be the present angular velocity. In this way cosmic stability and
homogeneity can be understood.
This “constant speed cosmic rotation” can be extended to the big bang also. As time passes while in constant speed of
rotation somehow if the cosmic sphere expands then “galaxy receding” as well as “galaxy revolution” both will come
into picture. In the past while in constant speed of rotation at high temperatures if expansion is rapid for any galaxy (if
born) receding is rapid and photon from the galaxy travels towards the cosmic center in the opposite direction of
space expansion and suffers a continuous fast rate of stretching and there will be a continuous fast rate of increase in
red shift. At present at small temperatures if expansion is slow galaxy receding is small and photon suffers continuous
but very slow rate of stretching and there will be a continuous but very slow rate of increase in red shift i.e. red shift
practically remains constant. From this analysis it can be suggested that rate of decrease in cosmic temperature or rate
of increase in red shift will give the rate of cosmic expansion. In the past we have galaxy receding and at present we
can have galaxy revolution. By this time at low temperature and low angular velocity, galaxies are put into stable
orbits.

3.

4.

9.2. Cosmic closed model and rotation
In our daily life generally it is observed that, any animal or fruit or human beings (from birth to death) grows with
closed boundaries (irregular shapes also can have a closed boundary). An apple grows like an apple. An elephant grows
like an elephant. A plant grows like a plant. A Human grows like a human. Throughout their life time, they won’t change
their respective identities. These are observed facts. From these observed facts it can be suggested that, “growth” or
“expansion” can be possible with a closed boundary. By any reason, if the closed boundary is opened it leads to ‘destruction’ rather than ‘growth or expansion’. Rotation is an universal phenomenon [43-52] in any closed model.
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9.3. Universe - the primordial black hole
Thinking that nature loves symmetry, in a heuristic approach in this paper author assumes that, throughout its life
time, universe is a black hole. Even though it is growing, at any time it is having a closed boundary and thus it retains her
identity as a black hole forever. The subject of black hole cosmology is not new. Note that universe is an independent
body. It may have its own set of laws. If universe is having ‘no black hole structure’, any massive body (which is bound to
the universe) may not show a ‘black hole structure’. i.e ‘Black hole structure’ may be a sub set of ‘cosmic structure’.
Recent observations indicates that, black holes are spinning close to speed of light [17]. For any astrophysical body its size
is minimum if it follows strong gravity. Being an astrophysical body at any time to have a minimum size of expansionuniverse will follow strong gravity. Following a closed model if universe grows in mass and size it is natural to say that as
time is passing cosmic black hole is “growing or expanding”.
Clearly and strictly speaking there was no big bang at all. Highly dense, hot and tiny planck particle (the baby universe) was rotating with light speed and high angular velocity. Why, how and when the planck particle was born? is a
trillion dollar question to be answered. As time is passing, forever rotating at light speed the baby universe starts growing
with decreasing temperature, decreasing angular velocity, increasing size and increasing mass. At what rate the changes
are occurring? is a fundamental question to be answered. By observations and suitable analysis it is possible. The utmost
fundamental question to be answered is -- is planck particle a black hole? If it is a really a black hole certainly it possess an
intrinsic or a characteristic (high) temperature. Keeping this idea in mind if one proceeds further, concepts of isotropy,
homogeneity can be answered very easily. Inflation hypothesis can be eliminated. A unified model of black hole cosmology can be developed. But the subject of black holes is still under development. So many doubts and conflicts are
there about the formation and growth of galactic central black holes and galaxy as a whole [16,53,54].

10. Growth of the galactic central black holes
Now as recently reported at the American Astronomical Society a study using the Very Large Array radio telescope
in New Mexico and the French Plateau de Bure Interferometer has enabled astronomers to peer within a billion years of
the big bang and found evidence that black holes were the first that leads galaxy growth [53]. The implication is that the
black holes started growing first. Initially astrophysicists attempted to explain the presence of these black holes by describing the evolution of galaxies as gathering mass until black holes form at their center but further observation demanded that the galactic central black hole co-evolved with the galactic bulge plasma dynamics and the galactic arms.
This clearly suggests that
1.
2.
3.

Galaxy constitutes a central black hole.
The central black hole grows first and
Star and galaxy growth goes parallel or later to the central black holes growth.

The fundamental questions are –
1.
2.
3.
4.

If “black hole” is the result of a collapsing star, how and why a stable galaxy contains a black hole at its center?
Where does the central black hole comes from?
How the galaxy center will grow like a black hole?
How its event horizon exists with growing?
If these are the observed and believed facts - not only for the author- this is a big problem for the whole science
community to be understood. Anyhow, the important point to be noted here is that “due to some unknown reasons galactic
central black holes are growing”! In this critical situation, now a days scientists are seriously thinking about the origin and
growth of primordial black holes [18].

10.1. The primordial black holes
A primordial black hole is a hypothetical type of black hole that is formed not by the gravitational collapse of a large
star but by the extreme density of matter present during the universe’s early expansion. One way to detect primordial
black holes is by their Hawking radiation. Stephen Hawking theorized in 1974 that large numbers of such smaller primordial black holes might exist in the Milky Way in our galaxy’s Halo region. All black holes are believed by many
theorists to emit Hawking radiation at a rate inversely proportional to their mass. Since this emission further decreases
11

their mass, black holes with very small mass would experience runaway evaporation, creating a massive burst of radiation
at the final phase, equivalent to millions of one-megaton hydrogen bombs exploding. This explanation is, however,
considered unlikely. Other problems for which primordial black holes have been suggested as a solution include the dark
matter problem, the cosmological domain wall problem and the cosmological monopole problem. Primordial black holes
in the mass range 1014 kg to 1023 kg may also have contributed to the later formation of galaxies. This is due to the
possibility that at this low mass they would behave as expected of other particle candidates for dark matter.
As of today there is no solid evidence for the existence of PBHs, but their presence would be very difficult to detect
even if they constitute the bulk of the dark matter. A black hole with a mass of about 1011 kg would have a lifetime about
equal to the age of the universe. Based on the present theoretical works, expected mass of the non-evaporating PBHs

(

)

ranges from M ≥ 0.1 to 105 × M ⊙ . PBHs with masses M ≅ M ⊙ may form during the QCD (quark-hadron) phase
transition at t ≅ 10−5 seconds, or PBHs with mass 105 × M ⊙ may form during the e + , e− annihilation era. If universe is
natural setting for the origin of primordial black holes- to understand the cosmological observations and black hole
physics in a unified manner, it can be assumed that, right from the beginning to the present state, whole universe is a
primordial black hole.

10.2. The cosmological principle and the closed expanding universe
It may be a flat universe or closed universe, why universe is/was filled with thermal bath? is a million dollar question. If it is a black hole this question can be answered partially. The cosmological principle states that at any given cosmic
time universe is homogeneous and isotropic. Compared to a flat model, isotropy is more natural in a closed expanding
universe. Considering the closed expanding universe this can be very easily understood. In a closed expanding universe
the utmost important and interesting point is that as the closed universe is expanding its thermal waves are stretched by the
closed cosmic boundary in opposite directions simultaneously. As long as the closed universe is expanding instantaneously thermal waves undergo continuous stretching and results in instantaneous isotropy or thermal equilibrium. This is
just like stretching of a rubber band with both the hands in opposite directions.
In a flat universe there exists no working boundary and hence stretching of the thermal waves in opposite directions
may not be possible instantaneously. Hence isotropy or thermal equilibrium cannot be maintained instantaneously in a flat
model. Even the possibility of a proper physical coupling or contact in between the thermal bath and the flat cosmic
volume is doubtful. Inflation may be required in a flat model but not required for the closed expanding model. Even in
particle physics also there is no clear and solid mechanism for the initiation of inflation. More over inflation or exponential expansion of cosmic space violates the constancy of speed of light. Please note that at present there is no fundamental theory for the inflationary universe. With this discussion any one can confidently say that - the notion of ‘flat
accelerating universe’ is incorrect. Note that present ‘accelerating model’ and ‘dark energy’ both are the consequences of
‘flat model’ [55-57]. Hence their survival seems to be ad-hoc and uncertain [58-61].
The new SNe distance determinations do not state that the expansion of the universe is accelerating nor that there is
some kind of “antigravity” effect, nor that there is some new substance. The data only forces the conclusion that there is
a problem in the purely Hubble conception of the cosmos or at least in the Hubble-based method of determining the
distance to distant objects. Present observational or experimental data indicates that cosmic microwave back ground
radiation temperature is 2.725 0 kelvin [62]. It is very uniform up to several mega parsecs from Earth and so smooth to
one part in 100000.

11. The ‘Black hole cosmology’
Concept of ‘cosmic rotation’ is not new. The subject of cosmic strong gravity is also not new. The only ad-hoc and
speculative idea (from accelerating model point of view but not from the black hole physics point of view) of this model is
– ‘cosmic light speed rotation’. Till today there is no explanation for ‘constancy of speed of light’. Recent observations
indicate that galactic central black holes are spinning close to the speed of light! Really this is a surprise. Not only that
present observations confirms that the galactic central black holes co-evolved with the galactic bulge plasma dynamics
and the galactic arms. With these fascinating observations one cannot say that, the idea of ‘cosmic light speed rotation’ is
a speculative concept in fundamental physics. It will be a very interesting and challenging task for a mathematician or
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physicist to describe the light speed cosmic ‘space rotation’. Compared to the other models of cosmology like hot big
bang, inflation, accelerating universe, this model is free from speculative concepts like exponential expansion, hot big
bang and dark energy. From fundamental physics point of view really and certainly these are speculative concepts. In real
life or at least in a laboratory one cannot experience these concepts. Whereas the ‘concept of light speed’ is an observable
and measurable one.
In grand unification program physicists and mathematicians often use the concept of ‘n’ dimensions. This idea is
highly speculative compared to the proposed ‘cosmic light speed rotation’. To unify 2 interactions if 5 dimensions are
required, for unifying 4 interactions 10 dimensions are required. For 3+1 dimensions if there exists 4 (hitherto observed)
interactions, for 10 dimensions there may exist 10 (observable) interactions. To unify 10 interactions 20 dimensions are
required. It seems this is a mathematical problem rather than a serious fundamental physical problem. Applying this idea
to cosmology some people say- there exists other universes in n-dimensions. But what to do with these unknown and
hiding dimensions and universes. In 3+1 if there exists space, ether, gravitational radiation, dark matter and dark energy
etc in n- new dimensions there may exist a number of new and strange things. The surprising and compromising statement
is that: n - new dimensions curl up in ordinary 3+1 dimensions. Even though it is very interesting, from fundamental
physics point of view this ‘n – dimensions’ concept is highly speculative. Till today no single new physical property was
defined in ‘n’ extra dimensions.
In this sensitive and mysterious issue author’s humble appeal is: first let us find the primitive, natural and universal
physical limits that may exist in the universal physics lab. With their implementation existing physical concepts and
physical equations can be simplified and physical models can be refined. ( ℏ / 2 ) , ( c ) , force (c 4 / G ) and power (c5 / G )
are really the utmost fundamental tools of black hole physics and ‘black hole cosmology’. To proceed further, it is a must
to show that,
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

There is a fundamental flaw in the basics of modern flat cosmology. It goes back to 1929 Hubble’s interpretation of
galactic redshift data. It’s correct interpretation is: ‘rate of increase’ in red shift is a measure of cosmic rate of expansion.
Rate of decrease in CMBR temperature is a measure of cosmic rate of expansion. ‘Cosmic isotropy’ and ‘cosmic
acceleration’ both are inversely proportional to each other.
Dimensions of Hubble’s constant are ‘radian/sec’ but not ‘1/sec’. This is very simple and brings cosmic rotation into
picture.
Universe follows a closed expanding boundary. Best example is :’Apple grows like an apple’ with closed expanding/growing boundary. Rotation will make the closed expanding universe stable.
At any time, strong gravity plays an interesting role in minimizing the (expanding) cosmic size.
Large cosmic time and smooth cosmic expansion play an interesting role in the evolution of fundamental particles.

11.1 Coulomb scale: the alternative to the Planck scale
If

ℏ is a cosmic variable, then what about the validity of `Planck mass' and `Planck scale'? Answer is very simple.
ℏc
can be replaced with
G

e2
4πε 0G

. It can be called as the `Coulomb mass'. Its corresponding rest energy is

e2c 4
. It can be called as the `Coulomb energy'. Planck energy can be replaced with the ‘Coulomb energy’.
4πε 0G
MC ≅

M C c2 ≅

e2
4πε 0 G

≅ 1.859211×10−9 Kg

e2 c 4
≅ 1.042941× 1018 GeV
4πε 0G

(40)

(41)
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Coulomb size can be expressed as

2GM C

RC ≅

c

2

≅2

e2G
4πε 0 c

4

≅ 2.761354 × 10−36 m

(42)

Coulomb scale angular velocity can be expressed as

ωC ≅

c
c3
≅
≅ 1.085672 × 1044 rad/sec
RC 2GM C

(43)

Clearly speaking e, c and G play a vital role in fundamental physics. With these 3 constants space-time curvature
concepts at a charged particle surface can be studied [5].

11.2. Proposed four assumptions
Starting from the Coulomb scale, at any time (t),
1.
2.
3.
4.

The universe can be treated as a rotating and growing black hole.
With increasing mass and decreasing angular velocity, the universe is always rotating with speed of light.
‘Rate of decrease’ in CMBR temperature is a measure of cosmic ‘rate of expansion’.
Space, time and matter are the immediate and parallel results of cosmic expansion.

11.3. The cosmic critical density and its dimensional analysis
Assume that, a planet of mass ( M ) and size ( R ) rotates with angular velocity (ωe ) and linear velocity ( ve ) in such a
way that, free or loosely bound particle of mass ( m ) lying on its equator gains a kinetic energy equal to potential energy
as,

1 2 GMm
mve =
(44)
2
R
v
2GM
2GM
Rωe = ve =
(45)
and ωe = e =
R
R
R3
i.e Linear velocity of planet’s rotation is equal to free particle’s escape velocity. Without any external power or energy,
test particle gains escape velocity by virtue of planet’s rotation. Using this idea, ‘Black hole radiation’ and ‘origin of
cosmic rays’ can be understood. Note that if Earth completes one rotation in one hour then free particles lying on the
4π 3
equator will get escape velocity. Now writing, M =
R ρe ,
3

ωe =

ve
8π G ρe
=
R
3
Density, ρe =

Or

ωe2 =

8π G ρe
3

(46)

3ωe2
8π G

(47)

In real time, this obtained density may or may not be equal to the actual density. But the ratio ,

8π G ρ real

may have some
2
3ωreal
physical meaning. The most important point to be noted here, is that, as far as dimensions and units are considered, from
3
equation (47), it is very clear that, proportionality constant being
,
8π G

density ∝ ( angular velocity )

2

(48)
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Equation (47) is similar to “flat model concept” of cosmic “critical density”
3H 02
ρc =
8π G
Comparing equations (47) and (49) dimensionally and conceptually,

(49)

3ωe2
3H 02
with ρc =
8π G
8π G

(50)

H 02 → ωe2 and H 0 → ωe

(51)

ρe =

In any physical system under study, for any one ‘simple physical parameter’ there will not be two different units and there
will not be two different physical meanings. This is a simple clue and brings “cosmic rotation” into picture. This is
possible in a closed universe only. It is very clear that, dimensions of ‘Hubble’s constant’ must be ‘radian/second’.
Cosmic models that depends on this “critical density” must accept ‘angular velocity of the universe’ in the place of
‘Hubble’s constant’. In the sense, ‘cosmic rotation’ must be included in the existing models of cosmology. Then the term
‘critical density’ simply appears as the ‘spherical geometric density’ of the closed and expanding universe. One should
not deny this dimensional analysis.

11.4. Cosmic thermal energy density and the mass density
We can have only 2 real densities, one is “thermal energy density” and the second one is the “mass density”. Since the
cosmic black hole always follows closed model and rotates at light speed, at any time size of cosmic black hole is
2
 c 
 mass   3ωt 
=
 . It is no where connected with “critical density” concepts. It is noticed that
  . It’s density = 

 volume   8π G 
 ωt 



 Rt
 RC

ωt ≅ 1 + ln 


where

Rt
M
c3
≅ t , Mt ≅
and M C ≅
RC M C
2Gωt

  8π GaTt 4 
M
≅ 1 + ln  t

2
3c

 
 MC
e2
4πε 0 G



Thus

(52)

.



c3
 2Gωt M C

ωt ≅ 1 + ln 


  8π GaTt 4

3c 2
 

  8π GaTt 4
 
3c 2
 

(53)

−1

4

 
c3
1 + ln 
 ωt ≅ 8π GaTt
(54)

 2Gω M  

3c 2
t C 



In this way, magnitude of the present angular velocity can be estimated. Obtained value of the present Hubble constant
is close to 71 Km/sec/Mpc. Thus

 R
3ωt2 
≅ 1 + ln  t
8π G 
 RC
With this model empirically it is noticed that, mass density


2

 aTt 4 
 2 
 c 

 Rt    aTt 4  
 M t    aTt 4 
   2  ≅ 1 + 3ln 
  2 
 RC    c  
 M C    c 

ρ mass ≅ 1 + 3ln 




 

(55)

(56)
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If Tt = 2.725 ° K , present mass density is ρ mass ≅ 1.98 × 10−31 gram/cm3 . This is very close to the observed mater density [63] of the universe (1.75 to 4.1) ×10−31 gram/cm3 .

11.5. The present cosmic time
1.

Time required to complete one radian is

1

ωt

where ωt is the angular velocity of the universe at time ( t ) . At

any time this is not the cosmic age. If at present,
2.
3.

( ωt → H 0 ) ,

it will not represent the present age of the un-

iverse.
Time required to complete one revolution is ( 2π ωt ) .
Time required to expand from the Coulomb scale temperature to the present temperature can be considered as the
present cosmic age. How to estimate this time? Author suggests a heuristic relation in the following way.

T 
3c 2
t ≈ ln  C 
4
 Tt  8π GaTt

(57)

where TC is the temperature at the Coulomb scale, Tt is the present CMBR temperature and


M
TC ≅  1 + ln  t

 MC


  Mt
× Tt
 
 MC

(58)

At present, t ≈ 9.12 × 1021 sec ≅ 289.2 Trillion years . If

t ≈ ln

TC
Tt

3c 2
8π GaTt 4

(59)

at present, t ≈ 4.56 × 1021 sec ≅ 144.6 Trillion years .
From this data it can be suggested that, the cosmic expansion is smooth. Based on the increasing cosmic time,
‘cosmic isotropy’ and ‘cosmic acceleration’ both are inversely proportional to each other. Inflation, magnetic monopoles
problem and supernovae dimming etc can be understood by a ‘larger cosmic time and smooth cosmic expansion’. It
indicates that, unlike the planck time, here in this model cosmic time starts from zero seconds.
Please note that this estimated time can be compared with the present age of lord Brahma of Hindu or Indian vedic
cosmology = 158.7 trillion years = 5 × 1021 seconds [64]. Really this is a miracle. This may be a coincidence also. The
interesting question is -- why and how the ancient Indians obtained that number?

12.0. Origin of the cosmic red shift, galaxy receding and galaxy revolution
As the cosmic sphere is expanding and rotating galaxies receding and revolving from and about the cosmic axis. As
time passes photon from the galaxy travels opposite to the direction of expansion and reaches to the cosmic axis or center.
Thus photon shows a red shift about the cosmic center. If this idea is true cosmic red shift is a measure of galactic distances from the cosmic axis of rotation or center. Galaxy receding is directly proportional to the rate of expansion of the
rotating cosmic sphere as a whole. In this scenario for any galaxy continuous increase in red shift is a measure of rapid
expansion and “practically constant red shift” is a measure of very slow expansion. That is change in galaxy distance from
cosmic axis is practically zero. At any time ( t ) it can be defined as, cosmic red shift

zt =

∆λ
≤1
λmeasured

(60)

when z t is very small this definition is close to the existing red shift definition
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z=

∆λ
.
λemitted

(61)

At present time, relation between equations (60) and (61) can be given as
z
≅ zt
(62)
z +1
Equation (62) is true only when z is very small. Note that at Hubble’s time the maximum red shift observed was,
z = 0.003 which is small and value of H 0 was 530 Km/sec/Mpc. By Hubble’s time equation (60) might have been
defined in place of equation (61). But it was not happened so! When rate of expansion is very slow, i.e. at present, based
on v = rω concepts
vt ≅ zt c
(63)
gives revolving galaxies tangential velocity where increase in red shift is very small and practically remains constant and
galaxy’s distance from cosmic axis of rotation can be given as,

 c 
≅ zt  
(64)
ωt
 ωt 
Numerically this idea is similar to Hubble’s law. This indicates that there is something odd in Hubble’s interpretation of
present cosmic red shifts and galaxy moments. By this time even though red shift is high if any galaxy shows a continuous
increase in red shift then it can be interpreted that the galaxy is receding fast in the sense this light speed rotating cosmic
sphere is expanding at a faster rate. Measured galactic red shift data indicates that, for any galaxy at present there is no
continuous increase in their red shifts and are practically constants! This is a direct evidence for the slow rate of expansion
of the present light speed rotating universe. When the universe was young i.e. in the past, Hubble’s law was true in the
sense “red shift was a measure of galaxy receding (if born)” and now also Hubble’s law is true in the sense “red shift is a
measure of galaxy revolution”. As time is passing “galaxy receding” is gradually stopped and “galaxy revolution” is
gradually accomplished. Galaxies lying on the equator will revolve with light speed and galaxies lying on the cosmic axis
will have zero speed. Hence it is reasonable to put the red shift boundary as 0 to 1. Then their distances will be proportional to their red shifts from the cosmic axis of rotation. Since the total cosmic sphere is rotating and expanding, galaxies
will have some receding. This receding is directly proportional to the rate of expansion of the rotating cosmic sphere as a
whole. In this scenario, for any galaxy, from and about the cosmic center,
rt ≅

vt

1. If ‘rate of increase in red shift’ is increasing - it means universe is expanding with acceleration.
2. If ‘rate of increase in red shift’ is decreasing - it means universe is expanding with deceleration.
3. If ‘rate of increase in red shift’ is same- it means universe is expanding with uniform velocity.
If ‘rate of increase in red shift’ is zero- it means universe is not expanding.

Conclusions
In cosmology, one should not forget the history of the unexpected discovery of the famous CMBR temperature and
the famous Einstein’s ‘lambda’ term. The subjects of cosmology and black hole physics are still very much open. Any
thing may happen at any time. A debate is well going on the ‘existence’ and ‘growth’ of black holes’ [16,53,54], [65- 67].
Proposed classical limits can be given a chance in fundamental and unified physics. Author showed the different applications of force (c 4 / G ) and power (c5 / G ) in astrophysics. With these 2 expressions or limits, mathematical complexity
in GTR can be resolved. Not only that, force (c 4 / G ), plays a crucial role in Grand unification and power (c5 / G ) plays
a crucial role in gravitational radiation. Even though detection of primordial cosmic black holes is very difficult, their
direct effects are best seen in the form of old and new galaxies and their fast spinning galactic centers.
Recent observations reveal that galactic central black holes are spinning close to speed of light. Another debate is
well going on the ‘cosmic acceleration, the existence of dark matter and dark energy’. Compared to dark matter and dark
energy, primordial cosmic black holes connects GTR, quantum mechanics and cosmology in a unified manner. Thinking
positively, from its birth to its present state, universe can be considered as a growing and rotating primordial black hole.
Constant ‘light speed rotation’ maintains its stability and rate of decrease in temperature indicates its growth or expansion
rate. Now this is the time to search for the primordial cosmic axis. Please see the appendix on the cosmic ‘axis of evil’.
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Appendix: The cosmic ‘axis of evil’
In 1997 Nodland and Ralston reported to have
discovered a cosmic axis. The cosmic “axis of evil” is a
name astrophysicists are giving to a newly discovered
feature of our universe: a spiral pattern imprinted on
radiation left over from the big bang. It has long been
thought that matter is uniformly distributed throughout
space, with no particular preference in any direction. Now
there is new evidence (New Scientist, April 13, 2007)
suggesting that the entire structure of the universe has the
orientation of a corkscrew pattern: over 300 quasars fit
into this overall whole twisting structure. Data from 1660
spiral galaxies also show the same overall orientation. If
such a thing is true it would suggest that directionality, or
anisotropy, rather than isotropy is the basis for galactic
organization at the largest scale. Thus, the whole universe
may in fact be based on spiral geometry, rather than being
evenly spread out and uniform in all directions.

Astronomers reveal a cosmic ‘axis of evil’- news
from Royal Astronomical Society,
30 June
2011
Astronomers are puzzled by the announcement that
the masses of the largest objects in the Universe appear to
depend on which method is used to weigh them. The new
work was presented at a specialist discussion meeting on
‘Scaling Relations of Galaxy Clusters’ organised by the
Astrophysics Research Institute (ARI) at Liverpool John
Moores University and supported by the Royal Astronomical Society. Clusters of galaxies are the largest gravitationally bound objects in the Universe containing
thousands of galaxies like the Milky Way and their weight
is an important probe of their dark matter content and
evolution through cosmic time. Measurements used to

weigh these systems carried out in three different regions
of the electromagnetic spectrum: X-ray, optical and millimetre wavelengths, give rise to significantly different
results.
Eduardo Rozo, from the University of Chicago, explained that any two of the measurements can be made to
fit easily enough but that always leaves the estimate using
the third technique out of line. Dubbed the ‘Axis of Evil’,
it is as if the Universe is being difficult by keeping back
one or two pieces of the jigsaw and so deliberately preventing us from calibrating our weighing scales properly.
More than 40 of the leading cluster astronomers
from UK, Europe and the US attended the meeting to
discuss the early results from the Planck satellite, currently scanning the heavens at millimetre wavelengths,
looking for the smallest signals from clusters of galaxies
and the cosmic background radiation in order to understand the birth of the Universe. The Planck measurements
were compared with optical images of clusters from the
Sloan Digitised Sky Survey and new X-ray observations
from the XMM-Newton satellite.
ARI astronomers are taking a leading role in this
research through participation in the X-ray cluster work
and observations of the constituent galaxies using the
largest ground-based optical telescopes. One possible
resolution to the ‘Axis of Evil’ problem discussed at the
meeting is a new population of clusters which is optically
bright but also X-ray faint. Dr Jim Bartlett (Univ. Paris),
who is one of the astronomers who presented the Planck
results, argued that the prospect of a new cluster population which responds differently was a ‘frightening prospect’ because it overturns age old ideas about the gravitational physics being the same from cluster to cluster.
Chris Collins, LJMU Professor of Cosmology, who
organized the meeting said: ‘I saw this meeting as an
opportunity to bring together experts who study clusters at
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only one wavelength and don’t always talk to their colleagues working at other wavelengths. The results presented are unexpected and all three communities (optical,
X-ray and millimetre) will need to work together in the
future to figure out what is going on.’

Cosmic spin - New Scientist, October 2011
This information can be downloaded from
‘www.andyross.net/spin.htm’. The universe might be
spinning. Michael Longo at the University of Michigan in
Ann Arbor thinks so. At the heart of the story is conservation of parity: the universe does not tell left from right.
In 2007, Longo was mining the databases of the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) to collect images of about a
million galaxies across the northern sky. He was looking
for spiral galaxies whose swirling arms were clearly visible, showing what direction the galaxies are spinning in.
By 2010, Longo and his team had a sample of 15,158
clearly rotating spiral galaxies, the farthest 1.2 billion
light years away. In most sectors of the northern sky,
equal numbers of galaxies were rotating to the right, or
clockwise, and to the left, anticlockwise. But along one
direction, at about 10 degrees to our own galaxy’s spin
axis, there were more left-handed spirals than
right-handed ones. Longo looked at the southern sky,
which is not covered by the SDSS. Stretching off as far as
the telescope could see, along the same axis in the southern sky, he saw an excess of right-handed spirals. It was
the opposite view of the same effect. Longo says that if
the asymmetry is real, the universe has a net angular
momentum and was born in a spin.
Experiments in the sixties showed that CP symmetry, parity (P) and charge (C) conservation together, is
broken in nature. In 1967, Soviet physicist Andrei Sakharov showed that CP violation in the early universe could
explain the predominance of matter over antimatter in the
universe. In 2004, Alexander, then at the Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center in Menlo Park, California, and colleagues showed that if gravity violated parity in the first
instants after the big bang, that would have produced
asymmetric gravitational waves, causing inflation to
produce more matter than antimatter. The cosmic microwave background has a uniform temperature of some
2.7 K, but look closely and you see warmer and colder
spots. On the very largest scales, some of the spots seem
to line up in a direction dubbed the “axis of evil”. The axis
along which galaxies seem to be rotating with the same
handedness is roughly the axis of evil.
Longo suggests that an initially spinning universe
brought on a parity-violating asymmetry in gravity that
allowed matter to prevail over antimatter. And that
process left the axis of evil in the cosmic background
radiation and the inconspicuous alignment of galaxies that
he spotted.

The Universe: The new Axis of Evil - news from
“The Independent”, 01 February 2006
Ever since 1965, when two researchers at Bell Telephone Labs in New Jersey stumbled on it by accident,
astronomers have known that the Universe is alive with
the dim “afterglow” of the big bang fireball. Now,
something unexpected has cropped up in that afterglow - a
feature dubbed “the axis of evil”. Some think it is being
caused by the gravity of a tremendous concentration of
100,000 galaxies in our cosmic backyard. Others say it is
telling us there is something wrong with our big bang
picture of the Universe.
The axis of evil is the biggest surprise thrown up by
Nasa’s Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe
(WMAP). Launched on 30 June 2001, it has, from its
vantage point 150 million kilometres beyond the Earth on
the extension of the line joining our planet to the Sun,
been taking the temperature of big bang afterglow, known
as the “cosmic background radiation”. Understanding
exactly what WMAP has found requires a little diversion
into the technicalities of the background radiation.
It is coming from every direction in the sky and its
average temperature is minus 270C. Of key importance
are subtle variations in temperature from place to place “hot spots” that are ever-so-slightly warmer than average,
and “cold spots” that are ever-so-slightly cooler. These
arise because the matter in the fireball of the big bang was
slightly lumpy. (One lump became your home - the Milky
Way.)
The hot spots and cold spots in the big bang afterglow come in all sizes. For instance, there are big blotches
that stretch across much of the sky and, superimposed on
these, smaller goose pimples. To make sense of it all,
astronomers like to break up their “temperature map” of
the sky into manageable chunks they call “multipoles”.
The simplest is the “dipole” - merely one huge hot spot
and one huge cold spot. It has nothing to do with the big
bang. Rather, it is caused by the motion of the Milky Way,
which is flying through space at about a million kilometres per hour. This makes the afterglow of the big bang
appear hotter in the direction the Milky Way is flying and
colder in the opposite direction.
The second simplest chunk of the cosmic background radiation is the “quadrupole”. This is like the
dipole, but is made up of two hot regions and two cold
regions. Next comes the “octupole”, which is comprised
of three hot regions and three cold regions. The simplest
multipole chunks of the big bang radiation correspond to
the biggest blotches, the more complex to the smallest
freckles.
If the standard big bang picture of the Universe is
correct, the blotches and freckles should be scattered
randomly about the sky. “The big surprise is they are not,”
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says Chris Vale of the University of California at Berkeley. “The quadrupole and octupole blotches are aligned
with each other - along the axis of evil.” Nobody knows
why. Could it be that all our preconceived notions about
the big bang are wrong, or is it something less challenging? Vale leans towards the latter. He notes that the dipole
direction is at right angles to the direction of the axis of
evil. Recall that the dipole direction has nothing to do with
the big bang, whereas the axis direction does, so their
positions should not be related. “The fact that they are
hints at an unexpected connection,” says Vale.
According to Vale, if there is a giant concentration of
mass in the local universe, its tremendous gravity could be
distorting the cosmic background. The phenomenon is
known as “gravitational lensing”. It could cause the big
hot spot of the dipole to “spill over” into the smaller hot
spots. “The dipole hot spot is several hundred times hotter
than the quadrupole,” says Vale. “So it is not necessary
for much to spill over to explain the axis of evil.” Vale
claims the best candidate for the local mass concentration
is the “Shapley Supercluster” in our cosmic backyard,
which contains 100,000 galaxies. It is not visible to the
naked eye, despite covering at least 1,000 times the apparent size of the full Moon. Other astronomers think
Vale could be on to something. “Vale’s model generates a
good match of what we see,” says WMAP scientist Gary
Hinshaw of the Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. “It’s remarkable.”
However, some physicists wonder whether the axis
of evil requires a rethink of our ideas about the Universe.
They include Joao Magueijo at Imperial College in London, who coined the term “the axis of evil”. According to
Magueijo, there may be something seriously wrong with
our big bang models. Big bang models come out of
Einstein’s theory of gravity. The only way theorists can
apply the hideously complicated theory to the Universe is
to make two simplifying assumptions. One is that the
Universe is roughly the same in all places, and the other is
that it is roughly the same in all directions.
But if the Universe is the same in all directions, as
the big bang models require, that means that the hot spots
and cold spots in the afterglow of the big bang should be
randomly splattered about the sky - the big temperature
splotches and the small temperature goose pimples should
have no preferred direction. The fact that they are aligned
along the axis of evil leads Magueijo to suggest that may
be the assumptions behind the big bang models are wrong.
In other words, the Universe is not the same in all places
or directions, but has a special direction.
According to Magueijo, there are a number of ways
the Universe could have a special direction. One is if we
live in a “slab universe”. This is a Universe in which space
is infinite in two directions but in the other is only about
20 billion light years across - the diameter of the observable universe. Another possibility is that we live in

torus-shaped universe, like a giant ring doughnut. Yet
another is that Universe is spinning. But how could such a
weird state of affairs have arisen? “That’s the big question,” Magueijo says. So perplexing is the axis of evil that
Hinshaw and WMAP’s principal investigator, Chuck
Bennett, have obtained a grant for a five-year examination
of the WMAP data. They hope to explore the possibilities
that the WMAP instrument was in error, or that something
else went wrong. “There’s no question there’s stuff that
looks unusual,” says Bennett. We will have to wait and
see whether the study reveals the axis of evil to be a
cosmic mirage, or shows the big bang model to be in
serious trouble.

‘Axis of evil’ a cause for cosmic concern - News
from New Scientist, 11-Apr-2007
Some believe it is just a figment of overactive imaginations. But evidence is growing that the so-called
“axis of evil”- a pattern apparently imprinted on the radiation left behind by the big bang – may be real, posing a
threat to standard cosmology. According to the standard
model, the universe is isotropic, or much the same everywhere. The first sign that this might not be the case
came in 2005, when Kate Land and João Magueijo of
Imperial College London noticed a curious pattern in the
map of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) created
by NASA’s WMAP satellite. It seemed to show that some
hot and cold spots in the CMB are not distributed randomly, as expected, but are aligned along what Magueijo
dubbed the axis of evil.
Some astronomers have suggested straightforward
explanations for the axis, such as problems with WMAP’s
instruments or distortions caused by a nearby supercluster
(New Scientist, 22 October 2005, p 19). Others doubt the
pattern’s very existence. “There” still a fair bit of controversy about whether there” even something there that
needs to be explained,” says WMAP scientist Gary Hinshaw of NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center in
Greenbelt, Maryland.
Now, two independent studies seem to confirm that
it does exist. Damien Hutsemékers of the University of
Liège in Belgium analysed the polarisation of light from
355 quasars and found that as the quasars get near the
axis, the polarisation becomes more ordered than expected. Taken together, the polarisation angles from the
quasars seem to corkscrew around the axis. “This is really
promising,” says Hinshaw. “Cosmologists should sit up
and take notice.”
Cosmologist Carlo Contaldi of Imperial College
London is intrigued, but thinks more quasars should be
analysed before drawing conclusions. “There is a danger
that once people know about the axis of evil, they start
seeing evil in all sorts of sets of data,” he says. The quasar
finding has support from another study, however. Michael
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Longo of the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor analysed 1660 spiral galaxies from the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey and found that the axes of rotation of most galaxies appear to line up with the axis of evil
(www.arxiv.org/astro-ph/0703325). According to Longo,
the probability of this happening by chance is less than 0.4
per cent. “This suggests the axis is real, and not simply an
error in the WMAP data,” he says. Land, now at the
University of Oxford, thinks Longo must rule out other
reasons for why the spirals are aligned the way they are.
For instance, neighbouring galaxies could have formed
from the same rotating dust cloud, giving them similar
orientations, she says. “But if he is correct, then this is
really exciting, not only as independent confirmation of
the axis, but because it’ll help us understand what may
have created it,” she says.
One way to create the axis was presented by Contaldi at a conference on outstanding questions in cosmology at Imperial College last month. The universe is

thought to be isotropic because the early universe went
through a period of exponential expansion known as inflation, smoothing out any unevenness. Contaldi modified
inflation to allow the universe to expand more in one
direction. “Provided inflation stops at a relatively early
point, this would leave traces of the early [unevenness] in
the form of the axis of evil,” he says. Longo favours a
more radical theory proposed by Leonardo Campanelli of
the University of Ferrara, Italy, which suggests that
magnetic fields stretched across the universe could be
responsible (New Scientist, 2 September 2006, p 28). “A
magnetic field would naturally orient the spiral galaxies,”
says Longo.
Regardless of the reasons, one thing is clear: the axis
of evil won’t be written off any time soon. “Interest keeps
growing as people find more weirdly connected observations that can’t all be put down to coincidence,” says
Land. “And hey, everybody loves a conspiracy.”
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